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Number of available documents 
Some numbers 
Source : DIST CNRS, [sans date]. L’Edition de sciences à l’heure numérique : 
dynamiques en cours (2015). [en ligne]. [Consulté le 2 avril 2015]. Disponible à 









BHASKAR, Michael, 2013. The Content Machine: Towards a Theory of Publishing from 









Services over content 
https://innoscholcomm.silk.co  


















A political framework with direct consequences on the field 
http://frama.link/foster 
A strongly structured landscape for OA with professional associations 
http://sparceurope.org/ & http://oaspa.org 
A strongly structured landscape for OA with discovery tools 
https://doaj.org & http://www.doabooks.org 
  














Economic models are diverse and often complementary 












Journal of Jesuit Studies  
http://booksandjournals.brillonline.com/content/journals/22141332 






Stockholm University Press 
http://www.stockholmuniversitypress.se/ 
Stockholm University Press 
http://www.stockholmuniversitypress.se/site/books/detail/3/from-clerks-to-corpora/ 
Stockholm University Press 
http://www.stockholmuniversitypress.se/site/books/detail/3/from-clerks-to-corpora/ 
Stockholm University Press 
http://www.stockholmuniversitypress.se/site/books/detail/3/from-clerks-to-corpora/ 
Stockholm University Press 
http://www.stockholmuniversitypress.se/site/books/detail/3/from-clerks-to-corpora/ 
Stockholm University Press 
http://www.stockholmuniversitypress.se/site/books/detail/3/from-clerks-to-corpora/ 
OAPEN : Open Access Publishing in European Network 
http://www.oapen.org 








Knowledge Unlatched : Temple University Press  
http://www.oapen.org/search?identifier=469365 
Knowledge Unlatched : Temple University Press  
http://www.temple.edu/tempress/titles/2272_reg.html 
Luminosa : University of California Press Open Access programme  
http://www.luminosoa.org 
Luminosa : University of California Press Open Access programme  
http://www.luminosoa.org 
Scielo Livros : Scientific Electronic Library Online 
http://books.scielo.org/ 





Premium Open Access 
No DRM 
No quota 




No Download quotas 
Open Access 












































OpenEdition Books : HTML, PDF, ePub 
http://books.openedition.org/ifpo/6686 
OpenEdition Books : Librairies électroniques 
http://bookstore.openedition.org/fr/ebook/9782351595299 











http://openedition.org/    
 
Email 
Jean-christophe.peyssard@openedition.org  
 
Twitter 
@jcpeyssard 
 
Blogs 
http://leo.hypotheses.org 
Merci! 
